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North Carolina Author Releases New Children’s Fiction
Book About a Blind Deer That Survives in the Forest

Digewi Deer

The Tale of a Blind Deer
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New author Angie Carpenter wrote this book after being
inspired by her husband, Darrell, who is a hunter and has seen
many unique and amazing sights while sitting in tree stands. He
came up with the idea for the story and encouraged her to take
it one step further. Angie brought the heartfelt tale together
with her unique take on an entire community of caring forest
animals that pitches in to help keep a blind deer alive in their
part of the forest. Angie’s book, Digewi Deer—The Tale of a
Blind Deer, is at the same time heartrending and educational.
GREENSBORO, NC—SEPTEMBER 2, 2013— Shortly after her
fawn’s birth, Prycelia Deer realized that he was blind. She
named him Digewi for the Cherokee Indian word for “blind.”
Digewi’s father, Robert, had been killed by a Hunter before
his birth. Prycelia enlisted the assistance of all of their forest
friends to help keep Digewi safe.
Prycelia taught her son and his best friend, Jake Turkey,
Cherokee Indian words after requiring Digewi to promise
her that he would teach them to his children someday.
Digewi and Jake engaged in many learning adventures
together, including the life-changing experience of the
tragic death of a small forest friend. Their stories detail a
realistic picture of life and dangers in the forest. All-too-real
threats create thrilling, uncertain situations for the good
friends and Digewi’s mother.
The recurring threads lacing through this tale depict dealing
with loss and grief, counting on good friends, and keeping
promises and following through on commitments. It did,
indeed, take the entire forest community to keep Digewi
safe.
Digewi Deer—The Tale of a Blind Deer is a touching,
educational fiction book for children of all ages. Readers will
learn about the realities of growing up in the forest. They will
be introduced to actual forest animals via the photographs
throughout the book. Digewi Deer, his mother, and their
forest friends will encourage readers to understand that a
physical handicap is not insurmountable and that there are
ways to counter its challenges. This well-crafted story offers
many real-life lessons that both children and adults will
benefit from hearing and reading once again.
This book is available from the following distributors online: BarnesandNoble.com and Amazon.com
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